
Mrs. Brosky’s and Mrs. Peck’s Reading Classes 

Hello Students!  We hope you’re all doing well!  We have already covered all of 

the Grade 5 Reading skills in the classroom, therefore, your packet work will just 

reinforce what you already have learned and used in our Reading class.  

Each lesson in your packet is broken up into 3 sections that can be completed over 

a 5-day period. 

 

 1.  “Getting the Idea”- (DAY 1) -You should read this section to review                    

                the skills that are covered in the lesson.  You may be asked to  

                underline, circle, and/or answer questions throughout this section, and  

                you can do that by writing directly on the packet page.  

 2.  “Coached Example”- (DAY 2) - In this section, you will read a passage  

                and answer multiple choice questions about the passage. Below each  

                question, there is a “Hint” box with information that you can use to help  

                when choosing the answer. Circle the answers directly on the packet                    

                page.                   

 3.  “Lesson Practice”- (DAY 3 – DAY 4 – DAY 5) -In this section, you   

                will read a passage and answer multiple choice questions about the   

                passage.  The “Reading Guide” on the left side of the pages can be used   

                to check your understanding, but you DO NOT have to write the        

                answers to those questions. There is also a Text-Dependent Analysis  

                question at the end of this section.  Write your response to the Text-                         

                Dependent Analysis question on the lined page provided in the packet.  

 

 

You can contact us by email and/or Remind with questions that you may have 

about your packet work. 

 

 

 

Mrs. Brosky – Email  mbrosky@basd.org              Remind   @brosky2020 

 

Mrs. Peck –     Email  tpeck@basd.org                   Remind  @rdgpeck 
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Daily Reviews

Monday
1) 4,500 ÷ 900 = 5 2) 6,453.8 ÷ 10 = 645.38

3) 254.5 × 10 4 = 4) 272.5 × 10 3 =

5) If 8 × 10 = 80 ,
then 800 × 10 = 8000

6) If 4 × 7 = 28 ,
then 400 × 7 = 2800

7) Find the value of the underlined digit.
391,333.893

8) Find the value of the underlined digit.
7,398,713.4

9) In the number 252,931.318 the 2 in the thousands place is _______ the value of the 2 in the hundred
thousands place.

10) In the number 351,667.41 the 1 in the thousands place is _______ the value of the 1 in the hundredths
place.

Tuesday
1) 720 ÷ 90 = 8 2) 443.1 ÷ 10 = 44.31

3) 151.279 × 10 4 = 4) 464.39 × 10 1 =

5) If 7 × 4 = 28 ,
then 70 × 4 = 280

6) If 6 × 6 = 36 ,
then 60 × 6 = 360

7) Find the value of the underlined digit.
3.96

8) Find the value of the underlined digit.
1,045,193.15

9) In the number 64.489 the 4 in the ones place is _______ the value of the 4 in the tenths place.

10) In the number 448,287.7 the 4 in the hundred thousands place is _______ the value of the 4 in the ten
thousands place.
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Daily Reviews

Wednesday
1) 2,400 ÷ 800 = 3 2) 993.549 × 1,000 = 993,549

3) 353.511 ÷ 10 1 = 4) 299.4 ÷ 10 2 =

5) If 10 × 10 = 100 ,
then 1,000 × 10 = 10000

6) If 4 × 10 = 40 ,
then 400 × 10 = 4000

7) Find the value of the underlined digit.
6.1

8) Find the value of the underlined digit.
4,859,966.6

9) In the number 3,498,235.964 the 9 in the ten thousands place is _______ the value of the 9 in the tenths
place.

10) In the number 28,566.125 the 2 in the hundredths place is _______ the value of the 2 in the ten thousands
place.

Thursday
1) 4,200 ÷ 600 = 7 2) 33,240 ÷ 100 = 332.4

3) 77.661 × 10 3 = 4) 6.622 ÷ 10 4 =

5) If 3 × 9 = 27 ,
then 30 × 9 = 270

6) If 6 × 3 = 18 ,
then 600 × 3 = 1800

7) Find the value of the underlined digit.
84.252

8) Find the value of the underlined digit.
663,853.27

9) In the number 851,857.59 the 8 in the hundred thousands place is _______ the value of the 8 in the
hundreds place.

10) In the number 33.284 the 3 in the tens place is _______ the value of the 3 in the ones place.
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1-10 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0

Daily Reviews

Friday
1) 8,000 ÷ 8,000 = 1 2) 958,340 ÷ 1,000 = 958.34

3) 72.128 × 10 1 = 4) 16.422 ÷ 10 4 =

5) If 1 × 7 = 7 ,
then 100 × 7 = 700

6) If 7 × 6 = 42 ,
then 700 × 6 = 4200

7) Find the value of the underlined digit.
199,574.65

8) Find the value of the underlined digit.
4,551,275.24

9) In the number 775,588.3 the 5 in the thousands place is _______ the value of the 5 in the hundreds place.

10) In the number 5,883.66 the 6 in the tenths place is _______ the value of the 6 in the hundredths place.
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Grammar: Adjectives That Compare

116 Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4

Read each sentence. Write the proper form of the adjective in parentheses on the 
line provided.

1. My cousin is the (funny) person I know. 

2. She is also a (strong) swimmer than I am. 

3. She lives in a (large) town than ours. 

4. Her school has a (big) campus than we do. 

5. Our school has the (small) stadium in the state. 

6. We have (pretty) parks than her town, though. 

7. Our town’s lake has one of the (sandy) beaches around. 

8. The water also tends to be the (cold) of all, too. 

9. This year, I spent a (short) amount of time with my cousin than last year. 

10. We have already scheduled a (lengthy) visit than our last one. 

• Comparative adjectives compare two nouns or pronouns. Add -er to 
most adjectives to compare two items.

• Superlative adjectives compare more than two nouns or pronouns. 
Add -est to most adjectives to compare two or more items. 

• Drop the e in adjectives such as pale before adding -er or -est. Change 
the y to i in adjectives such as sunny. For one-syllable adjectives such as 
red, double the fi nal consonant.
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Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4 117

Grammar: More and Most

Read each sentence. Write the proper form of the adjective in parentheses on the 
line provided.

1. The mountain climbers’ club was planning its (exciting) trip yet. 

2. It would certainly be a (dangerous) outing than their last one. 

3. Some climbers were (worried) than others. 

4. The (concerned) club member of all asked many questions. 

5. The mountain had some of the (icy) slopes the group had seen. 

6. After hearing the answers, the member felt (confi dent) than before. 

7. The climbers discussed which tools would be (useful) than others. 

8. They agreed that safety was the (essential) thing to consider. 

9. People were (talkative) during the latter half of the meeting. 

10. For many, this would be the (adventurous) thing they had ever done! 

• Use more in front of most long adjectives to compare two items.

• Use most in front of most long adjectives to compare more than two 
items.
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Grammar: Using More and Most

118 Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4

Read each sentence. Choose which word or words in parentheses best complete 
the sentence. Write your answer on the line provided.

1. Mom gathered the (most freshest, freshest) vegetables she could fi nd. 

 

2. She wanted to make the (more, most) delicious soup ever. 

3. First, she chose the (most ripe, ripest) tomatoes in the garden. 

 

4. Next, she chopped up some of the (greenest, most green) peppers. 

 

5. She put the ingredients in the (largest, most largest) pot she had. 

 

6. “I want to make a (more spicier, spicier) soup than before,” she told me.

  

7. “Fresh herbs will make it (more, most) fl avorful than the last one.” 

 

8. Her worst soup ever was also the (most saltiest, saltiest). 

9. “I have a (heavier, more heavier) hand than your father when it comes to seasoning,” 
she said. 

10. It turned out to be the (healthfulest, most healthful) soup she had ever made. 

 

• Never use more and -er with the same adjective.

• Never use most and -est with the same adjective.
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Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4 119

Grammar: Proofread

Proofread the paragraph. On the lines below, correct mistakes in adjective usage 
and the formation of comparatives and superlatives.

After our ride, my bike was more dirty than a dog in a mud puddle. I thought about 
making it cleanest than it was before by hosing it down. My sister does that, but her bike 
is the most rustiest one in town. Dad usually has the usefulest suggestions in the family, 
so I asked his advice. He said that the hose was the quicker solution of all, but that a 
carefuller person than my sister would also wipe the bike dry afterward.

• Comparative adjectives compare two nouns or pronouns. Add -er to 
most adjectives to compare two items. Superlative adjectives compare 
more than two items. Add -est to most adjectives to compare two or 
more items.

• Use more in front of most long adjectives to compare two items. Use 
most in front of most long adjectives to compare more than two items.

• Never use more and -er with the same adjective. Never use most 
and -est with the same adjective.
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Grammar: Adjectives That Compare

120 Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4

A. Read each sentence. Write the proper comparative or superlative form of the 
adjective in parentheses on the line provided.

1. For me, math is a (hard) subject than science. 

2. Today’s homework is even (difficult) than yesterday’s. 

3. Even the (smart) student in the class had trouble! 

4. Our teacher suggested an (easy) way to do the assignment. 

5. He always has the (intelligent) solution to every problem. 

B. Read each sentence. Choose which word or words in parentheses best 
complete the sentence. Write your answer on the line provided.

6. Next week’s game will be (tougher, toughest) than this one. 

7. That team has the (fastest, most fastest) players in the league. 

 

8. Their batters are (reliabler, more reliable) hitters than ours. 

9. Our pitcher has a (stronger, more stronger) throwing arm than theirs. 

 

10. It should be the (more exciting, most exciting) game of the season!
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Phonics/Spelling • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4 139

Spelling: Suffixes -less and -ness

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

 10. 

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

 18. 

 19. 

 20. 

 21. 

 22. 

 23. 

 24. 

 25. 

Fold back the paper 
along the dotted line. 
Use the blanks to write 
each word as it is read 
aloud. When you fi nish 
the test, unfold the 
paper. Use the list at 
the right to correct any 
spelling mistakes.

Review Words

Challenge Words

 1. sadness

 2. gladness

 3. needless

 4. harmless

 5. darkness

 6. fullness

 7. stillness

 8. hopeless

 9. fearless

 10. weakness

 11. bottomless

 12. foolishness

 13. fondness

 14. effortless

 15. meaningless

 16. emptiness

 17. forgiveness

 18. motionless

 19. ceaseless

 20. fi erceness

 21. disobey

 22. mistrust

 23. preview

 24. weightlessness 

 25. thoughtlessness
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140 Phonics/Spelling • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4

Spelling: Suffixes -less and -ness

A. Add the suffix to form a spelling word. Write the spelling word.

 1. meaning + less =  

 2. glad + ness = 

 3. full + ness = 

4. bottom + less = 

 5. dark + ness = 

 6. fond + ness = 

 7. fear + less = 

 8. weak + ness = 

 9. cease + less = 

 10. still + ness = 

 11. fi erce + ness = 

 12. effort + less = 

 13. sad + ness = 

 14. harm + less = 

 15. forgive + ness = 

B. Write these spelling words on the lines in reverse alphabetical order:
needless, hopeless, foolishness, emptiness, motionless. 

  16. 

 17. 

 18. 

 19. 

20. 

sadnes s darkness fearless fondness forgiveness
gladness fullness weakness effortless motionless
needless stillness bottomless meaningless ceaseless
harmless hopeless foolishness emptiness fi erceness
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Phonics/Spelling • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4 141

Spelling: Suffixes -less and -ness

A. Write the spelling words that match the syllable pattern and suffix.

 two-syllable words with -less 

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

three-syllable words with -less

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

two-syllable words with -ness

10. 

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

three-syllable words with -ness

18. 

 19. 

 20. 

B. Compare the words foolishness and meaningless. How are they alike? 
How are they different?

sadnes s darkness fearless fondness forgiveness
gladness fullness weakness effortless motionless
needless stillness bottomless meaningless ceaseless
harmless hopeless foolishness emptiness fi erceness
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142 Phonics/Spelling • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4

Spelling: Suffixes -less and -ness

A. Write the spelling word that matches each defi nition below.

 1. sorrow; unhappiness 

 2. without stopping 

 3. desperate; doomed 

 4. quietness; calm 

 5. safe; innocent 

 6. easy; without force 

 7. deep; unlimited 

 8. happiness; pleasure 

 9. not moving 

 10. brave; not afraid 

B. Write the spelling word that best completes each sentence.

 11. Our voices echoed in the  of the large room.

 12. The child drew  scribbles on paper.

 13. It was  to ask the question more than once.

 14. We laughed at the circus clown’s .

 15. She enjoys reading and has a  for science fi ction.

 16. He was sorry and asked for .

 17. It was hard to fi nd our way in the inky .

 18. My arm still has some  because of the injury.

 19. The cat arched its back and hissed with .

 20. After a few hours, the balloons lost some of their .

sadnes s darkness fearless fondness forgiveness
gladness fullness weakness effortless motionless
needless stillness bottomless meaningless ceaseless
harmless hopeless foolishness emptiness fi erceness
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Phonics/Spelling • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4 143

Spelling: Suffixes -less and -ness

A. Underline the six misspelled words in the paragraphs below. Write 
the words correctly on the lines.

Imagine you are camping with your family in Great Smoky Mountains National Park. 
You see a black bear cub in the woods. It looks cute and harmliss. What should you do? 
Should you approach it or stay motionles? What if its mother is nearby? Mother bears 
have a reputation for fi ercenase!

 1.  2.  3. 

In warm weather, bears are most active in the morning and as darknese begins to 
fall. You can avoid needlass danger by never approaching or feeding a bear. Don’t let 
your fondnis for animals get you in trouble. Visit the park’s web site to learn about bears   
before your trip, and then stay away from them!  

 4.   5.  6.  

Writing Activity

B. Write information about staying safe in another vacation spot. Use at 
least four spelling words in your writing.
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144 Phonics/Spelling • Grade 5 • Unit 5 • Week 4

Spelling: Suffixes -less and -ness

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

 10. 

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

 18. 

 19. 

 20. 

 21. 

 22. 

 23. 

 24. 

 25. 

Fold back the paper 
along the dotted line. 
Use the blanks to write 
each word as it is read 
aloud. When you fi nish 
the test, unfold the 
paper. Use the list at 
the right to correct any 
spelling mistakes.

Review Words

Challenge Words

 1. sadness

 2. gladness

 3. needless

 4. harmless

 5. darkness

 6. fullness

 7. stillness

 8. hopeless

 9. fearless

 10. weakness

 11. bottomless

 12. foolishness

 13. fondness

 14. effortless

 15. meaningless

 16. emptiness

 17. forgiveness

 18. motionless

 19. ceaseless

 20. fi erceness

 21. disobey

 22. mistrust

 23. preview

 24. weightlessness 

 25. thoughtlessness
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